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About Paul Jansen 

As Principal Architect and Managing Director of Jansen Golf Design & Construction, Paul Jansen leads every project, 

co-ordinating the team and is personally responsible for every part of planning and design.  

Paul is regarded as one of golf’s most talented and well-travelled young designers. After having schooled in South 

Africa, he began his career in the USA before relocating to Europe where he became a Lead Architect for Nick Faldo 

Design and worked on a variety of projects in Europe, Africa, South East Asia and the sub continent. 

In 2011 Paul established Jansen Golf Design & Construction with offices in London and Toronto.  Jansen Golf Design 

& Construction is a member of Asian Golf Industry Federation (AGIF) and Golf Industry Association of India (GIA). 

 

 

About Jansen Golf Design & Construction 

Jansen Golf Design and Construction (JGD&C) is a boutique golf design, construction and maintenance firm focused 

on helping create high quality courses and destinations that are cost-effective to build / restore and maintain, are 

environmentally friendly and sustainable in nature; courses that are visually striking to look at and diversely interesting 

to play - so providing a fun and memorable experience for all levels of golfer.  

 

 

Laguna Bintan GC Redesign (Paul Jansen and Mark Lawson) 
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1.0 The Royal Colombo Golf Club 

Location: Model Farm Rd, Colombo, Sri Lanka 
Designer: Unknown 

Holes: 18 + Practice Range and short game area 

 

Tee / Fairway / Rough grass: Axonopus compressus (Buffalo Grass / Tropical Carpetgrass)  / Green grass: Cynodon 

dactylon (Bermuda Tifeagle) 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  

               

2.0 The Master Plan:  General Overview 

The following master plan is a comprehensive report detailing the design, engineering, agronomic and management 

elements of the golf course. Our findings are a product of time spent on site understanding the golf course in detail 

and meeting with key persons employed at the facility. Each element of the golf course is reviewed in general terms 

based on our findings, this is followed by a detailed written hole by hole account noting areas where improvements 

can be made to each individual hole. This report also includes a detailed study of the maintenance and equipment 

(with recommendations) as well as environmental report as part of the GEO (Golf Environment Organisation) 

oncourse requirements. Also included are photographs and engineering specifications to illustrate certain issues, 

ideas and visual recommendations.  

The goal of the master plan (and possible action to follow) being that the Royal Colombo GC (RCGC) will be able to: 

A.) Ensure that future changes to the golf course improve the facility (not degrade it)  

B.) Guide future development projects in a much more planned, structured and conforming manner 

C.) Allow the club to anticipate and schedule maintenance and renovation rather than reacting to emergencies. 

Having a plan in place allows for budgeting of both time and money and keeps those enjoying the facility “in 

the loop” during the process. 

D.) Improve the maintenance of the golf course and better management of equipment 

E.) Make the golf course more sustainable (environmentally and socially) moving forward 

F.) Generate positive press and reviews 

G.) Streamline and improve the operation of the golf course 

H.) Make the golf course more fun to play 

I.) Ensure the golf course remains a “championship” test 

 

 



  

               

3.0 The Golf Course Layout  

“In planning a golf course there are no fixed rules to which is compulsory to conform, and the variety which results is 

one of the greatest charms of the game”. Golden Age Golf Architect Charles Hugh Allison from Lines of Charm 1929 

 

The Royal Colombo Golf Club (RCGC) is routed on less than 100acres and evolved and adapted over time (versus was 

planned and designed). The result being that the golf course layout is unique and distinctive, at times awkward, but 

this does in no way take away from the quality of the experience. Indeed, most of the worlds best golf courses evolved 

with time (like RCGC) and because of this are unique, characterful and distinctive. The layout in many ways makes 

RCGC so special. 

 
It’s interesting to note that most modern golf courses are routed on land in excess 150acres and are typically designed with 

numerous guidelines and rules in place. This often makes them uninteresting,  conforming and with little to discover (which is not 

the case at RCGC) 

 

The holes at RCGC constantly change direction which, from a design perspective, is seen as a positive. In this case 

golfers are subject to different wind directions and varied terrain throughout the round. Overall the site is gifted by 

an abundance of natural features which at times dictate the play strategy and provide visual excitement. RCGC is very 

much an oasis in the middle of the city. In many cases these natural features could be enhanced (or highlighted better) 

and by doing so this will improve the golf course experience immeasurably (see hole by hole descriptions for 

information pertaining to this).  

 

 
Natural wetland area between near 16 and 17 Tee 



  

               

 

 
Wonderful water mass on Hole 1 and 8 

 

Man Made Features (RAILWAY LINE): In the case of the railway line many of those at RCGC might see this feature as 

unsatisfactorily and unwelcome but as it stands we believe there are certain design positives to having a railway line 

bisect the facility. With less than a handful of golf courses with an active railway line bisecting the green (Royal 

Adelaide GC in Australia and Railway Golf Club in Kenya being two others we can list) this is a very unique feature and 

something every golfer will remember. In many ways the railway line is the essence of the course (at least on the front 

nine) take it away and the difference would at once be felt and not necessarily in a positive way. This feature gives 

the holes that bound them more interest and memorability than a “maintained” feature you might see every day on 

a golf course like a bunker or water body . 

 

A course within a course: Many of the great golf courses are flexible in that they can be played multiple ways / different 

routes. We believe there is an opportunity at RCGC to provide members with different route options without having 

to make much adjustment to the existing course. The positive of this is that members playing the course more socially 

(i.e. those not necessarily concerned with their score and see golf more as an opportunity to be outdoors and get 

some exercise) might want to play fewer (or more) holes and also experience a slightly different golf course from day 

to day / week to week.  

 

Naturally RCGC will have a scorecard highlighting its preferred championship route (and during weekends or when 

the golf course is busy this is the route that needs to be adopted) but we would encourage that the management at 

the club highlight to their membership that the course can be played in numerous ways.  We have put together a plan 

sheet highlighting this concept and see this plan after DESIGN COMPONENT 16.0  

 

Note that this option is only possible with the reroute of hole 18 (see DESIGN COMPONENT 15.0) 

 

 

 

 



  

               

 

4.0 The Greens 

“A putting green has features just like a human, or at least, it should have to be worthy of the name. Of course, there are many 

which are no more impressive than the vacant, cow like expression of some people, then again there are some with rugged profiles 

which loom head and shoulders above the herd, and the moment we clap eyes on these, impulsively we murmur “Ah, there’s a 

green for you!” Albert Warren Tillinghast from The Golf Course Beautiful 1931 

RCGC has green putting surfaces (called a green core) on average of between 400 - 700m2. This is the normal size for 

most golf courses around the globe. 

From a maintenance perspective when trying to understand the correct size of a putting surface for your golf course 

its important to note the following: The size of the putting surface is secondary to the size of the areas where a.) pins 

can be placed (I.e. pinnable areas) and b) are these pinnable areas spread out across the green to prevent general 

wear and tear. Generally speaking on tifeagle greens a pin can be placed on a slope angle between 0.5-3% when cut 

at 9/10 speed. For a golf course as busy as RCGC the goal should be to have a minimum of 250m2 pinnable area on 

each putting green and spread out across the entirety of the putting surface. 

Many of the putting surfaces at RCGC are pinnable down the middle given that mounding slopes, built to the sides of 

the majority of the green complexes, are too steep to sit a pin. In the future, if and when the club decides to rebuild 

their green complexes (green core + green surrounds) then we would recommend having more pinnable areas close 

to the sides of the putting surfaces where a lot of the interest is located (at least where the green is flanked by an 

interesting feature like a bunker or water).  

Also, since many of the green complexes are flanked by a bunker right and bunker left strategy (at the front of the 

greens) there is typically only one feasible route option to access the putting surface – through a single path at the 

front of the green complex - and so these areas get a lot of wear and tear. Note: Golfers will always take the shortest route 

to access the putting surface even if there is ample room to access the putting surface from the back of the green complex. Add 

to that and to make matters worse the primary water runoff areas (because of the contour slope) is generally through 

these high areas of wear and tear which causes problems (mud and wet) after precipitation and even irrigation. In our 

hole by hole notes we have proposed moving some of the front bunker to help eradicate some of the wear and tear 

in these areas. 

From a design perspective we are not concerned by the size of the putting surfaces and certainly there is no absolute 

rule of thumb for determining the minimum size of a putting surface. It depends on many factors: the wear and 

tolerance of the grass, the maintenance budget available and ultimately the standard the players demand. The 

relationship which matters the most, in designing a green complex, is not the size of the green but the size of the 

hazard free area around the hole versus the difficulty level of the approach. 

According to the American Society of Golf Course Architects (ASGCA) a green complex has a life expectancy of between 

15 - 30 years however this is certainly not written in concrete. A greens life span can vary dramatically depending on 

such elements as location, quality of materials, design of the green, amount of pinnable areas and general upkeep. 

Some of the best greens on the planet are nearing 100 years old 

 

 

 

 



  

               

 

Green Surrounds 

The putting green on all 18 holes at RCGC are in relatively good condition (but can be improved considerably and see 

Maintenance Audit notes for this information).  

All the putting / chipping green complexes, at the practice areas, could be improved dramatically and where possible 

these should be made to mimic (in every way) the green complexes found out on the golf course. There are few things 

more unsettling for a golfer than practicing on a green that differs greatly from those found out on the golf course 

(this includes both design and maintenance). Note: RCGC might want to also consider using the practice greens as a 

turf nursery for the greens out on the golf course.  

The biggest area of concern are the green surrounds for ALL 18 green complexes (i.e. these are the areas where the 

bermuda grass meets the carpet grass and beyond). In general, all the green surrounds are soggy and poorly drained  

which can be problematic particularly during the wet season. When irrigating (or after precipitation) water collects in 

low lying / swale areas and particularly where the green contours meets the green surrounds. Since these areas don’t 

have any subsurface drainage, are on heavy soils and are not contoured properly water settles in these zones and 

they remain wet (and muddy) for some time causing problems.  

RCGC can alleviate this issue by 40-50% if they regularly top dressed and solid tine these areas (see Maintenance 

Audit) but if they wanted to rectify the problem by 90% then our suggestion would be to regrade the green surrounds 

so that there is a seamless and consistent fall from the putting surface onto the green surrounds and beyond. This is 

a relatively simple and easy exercise with limited disruption to play given that the putting surface itself is not affected 

by the work and golfers can still play on the green. 

 

Bermuda tifeagle green with zoysia grass fairway. Note how the green core swale exit into the fairway swale is seamless. In this case there is a 

catch basin at the base of the fairway swale to take the water away from the green complex and into a nearby water body 



  

               

2 x Example at RCGC of water that has left the green core but because the green surrounds are not properly contoured the water 

does not leave the green complex. 

How to rectify this: 

1. Identify areas where water is not leaving the green complex (see wet and muddy areas / standing water)  

2. Strip the grass from this area  

3. Regrade the ground using the skid loader / excavator or manual labor to ensure that the putting green grade is 

flush/equal with the green surround grade. There must be a positive fall on the fairway of 3% or more to move 

water across this surface.  

4. In most cases we would recommend sand capping by 75 – 100mm to help with water permeability. If sand 

capping then grade the ground 75 - 100mm below the finished grade. Failing that then we recommend heavy 

topdressing as part of the maintenance practice  

5. Re grass this area  

Note: As an added measure if you wish to speed up the removal of water from the green surrounds then build  

gravel trenches and grade to low areas or water body.  

 



  

               

Another notable area of concern is how detached some of the green features (particularly the bunkers ) are from the 

actual putting surface. The outcome being that the areas in between these green features and putting surfaces will 

harbor water after irrigating or precipitation and will be difficult to maintain. We can assume during the wet season 

these areas will always be wet and soft underfoot. Over the years the size and configuration of the greens have 

changed (got smaller) leaving you with a situation where very few features lie in unison with the actual putting surface 

- instead they are detached (as seen below and as is the case with Most of the green complexes at RCGC).  

 

Example at RCGC of how detached a bunker is from the green core with an abundance of “no mans land” between these two 

course features. Typically, you want the bunker to sit close to the green for strategic purposes but more than that from a 

maintenance perspective large spaces between features (like this) are often very difficult to maintain (also when it rains water 

usually settles in these areas and is not helped by constant foot traffic) 

In this case we propose moving and/or re-configuring the greenside bunkers so that they are closer to the green core 

(see hole by hole descriptions detailing this). By doing this the golf experience would be improved exponentially 

including from a maintenance perspective, playability, strategic and aesthetic perspective.  

We also encourage that the golf club highlight the ground surrounding the putting greens by having these areas 

maintained at fairway height. 

 Why: 

1. This will allow golfers the opportunity to play a myriad of different (and often very creative) shots using the club 

they feel most comfortable with (i.e. some golfers might wish to putt, others might wish to bump and run and some 

might wish to hit a flop shot).  This is possible when the ground is maintained as fairway vs when these areas are 

maintained as rough which demands only one type of shot (the flop shot). 

2. This will help move water off the play areas better. When the grass is maintained as rough this usually intercepts 

and holds any rain water and thus these areas remain wet for longer. We mowed as fairway (tight) then water will 

move off the play surface quicker. 



  

               

 

 

 

Examples of green surrounds areas cut at fairway height. Pic 1: National Golf Links of America  / Pic 2: Highlands Gate South Africa 

/ Pic 3: St Andrews Old Course 



  

               

Some key components to consider when designing / building  green complex 

 It is not advisable to have two similar greens on the same course. Each green should have its own  

  note of individuality.  

 The relationship which matters most is not the size of the green versus the length of the approach,  

  but the size of the hazard-free area around the hole versus the difficulty level of the approach. 

 The character of the putting greens and their approaches mark the quality of the course to a far   

   greater extent than anything else.  

 Each green should be built with a particular shot in mind. Its size, contours, bunkering, and opening  

   should be considered in relation to that shot.  

 In designing a green it is important to remember that the green keeper may have to cut it every day  

   in the summer; also that as the hole has frequently to be placed in a fresh spot, there must be a   

   sufficiency of flat ground lying within the putting surface.  

 A green of exaggerated contour shape must be a good size.  

 Greens must be of great variety.  

 Mow the apron of the green down to fairway height, and even modest contours now add   

  tremendous interest to the play.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  

               

5.0 The Bunkers (see bunker image board at end of document) 

“Bunkers, if they are good bunkers, and bunkers of strong character, refuse to be disregarded and insist on asserting themselves; 

they do not mind being avoided, but they decline to be ignored.” John Low from Concerning Golf  

The greens on a golf course are the most important design feature, the bunkers are considered the most important 

visual feature. Bunkers have a short life span (typically between 7 - 10 years) and this is one of the reasons why they 

are an expensive golf course feature. Bunker construction and maintenance can be an expensive endeavor, 

particularly if the golf course has not been laid out over natural sand. The cost of bunker lining, drainage and sand can 

be very costly, so its important bunkers are built and positioned where they have the greatest impact on play. We 

advise few bunkers placed in interesting positions and particularly where there is a lot of other existing features on 

the property that can offer visual and strategic interest instead of using bunkers. 

At RCGC there are a variety of different bunker styles across the golf course. This includes flashed sand faces, grass 

faces, both sand and grass faces, bunkers with little to any definition etc. There is little consistency throughout the 

golf course and the majority of bunkers are untidy, have poor engineering and also lack visual memorability. In reality 

the bunkers, including the placement of these bunkers, let the golf course down considerably.  

We recommend that one bunker style be adopted throughout the 18 holes for visual consistency. Will also 

recommend that, and given that RCGC has a very storied and prestigious past, the bunker style should be more in the 

classic mold. Perhaps most important, given the weather conditions our recommendation is that any future bunkers 

should have a grass face (vs sand face) to help with the general maintenance.  

We also believe RCGC can reduce the number of bunkers (and sand area in total) without compromising the golf 

course experience (see hole by hole plans and descriptions highlighting this). We feel that in some cases where 

bunkers are removed other low maintenance features (trees and wetlands) can be better highlighted and in doing so 

actually improve the visual and strategic interest and help reduce the maintenance scope. 

Many of the bunkers don’t impact the play and can be done away with or moved to areas where they will actually 

provide both visual and strategic interest.  Also, our advice is that all the bunkers need to be either: 

1 Rebuilt so that they are more playable (i.e. they don’t hold water and the ball rolls to the centre of the bunker)  

2 Relocated (or removed) so that they impact the play OR removed altogether 

 

 

Of concern is the fact that most of the bunkers do not drain properly and over time have eroded to the point where the golf ball gets stuck at 

the base of the slope (vs rolls into the middle of the bunker). 



  

               

 

A typical bunker section.  

 

Notes: 

Fairway bunkers: Our assessment is that many of the bunkers at RCGC:  

1.) Are in out of play areas and completely detached from the golf hole and thus offer little if any strategic interest 

2.) Are in areas where you can’t see them or built such that they have limited visual impact 

3.) Were positioned to influence the play 20 years ago but are mostly obsolete today given the advances in 

equipment and the golf ball  

In all the above cases the maintenance staff are having to maintain a feature – at a high cost – without these bunkers 

offering much if anything to the golf experience. Its out opinion that all the fairway bunkers need to be revised, 

removed or relocated (see hole by hole descriptions for our advice pertaining to this)  

Greenside bunkers: 

Most of the greenside bunkers are detached from the putting surface. The result being that these areas look untidy, 

are difficult to maintain, offer limited interest and mostly present an unfair scenario particularly if one has executed 

a good bunker shot only to find themselves in the rough beyond the bunker (between the putting green and bunker). 

This is not a common feature for the majority of golf courses around the globe. In all cases we propose that RCGC 

move the bunkers closer to the putting surface which is more cost effective than extending the putting surface to the 

bunker / or do away with some of the bunkers (see hole by hole descriptions for our recommendation). 



  

               

    

 

Example of a bunker and green working in close unison  

 

 



  

               

 IMAGE BOARD: BUNKERS (Highlighting the style of bunker we recommend would work at RCGC) 

      

                 

 



  

               

 IMAGE BOARD: BUNKERS highlighting the style of bunker we recommend would work at RCGC (Cont.) 

 

 





  

               

6.0 Fairways and rough (and grass) 

RCGC would benefit having wide fairways with long sweeping curves – this is highlighted at some of the worlds top 

golf courses such as Augusta National, Bethpage State Park, Shinnecock Hills and Turnberry (see images below). It’s 

widely known that narrow fairways eliminate a strategic element and can make the game more difficult. Typically, 

many of the most strategic holes have wide fairways which reward the player who can position their ball to a particular 

side of the fairway giving him/her the best angle to attack the length and slope of a green. Having wide fairways also 

makes the game more playable for the everyday golfer and gives the golfer a greater opportunity to increase pace of 

play and reduce the length of a round of golf (since you are not spending a copious amount of time searching for golf 

balls in the rough).  

At RCGC we recommend making the fairways as wide as possible. In addition to this many of the existing rough areas 

are nondescript and thus we recommend making them fairway. In some case we’ve highlighted (in the hole by 

description sheet) the need to remove trees and replace these areas with grass and then maintain them as fairway 

areas. We believe this will improve the overall experience without compromising the golf and make the general 

maintenance easier. At the very least we recommend having tightly mowed fairway areas at the green complex. This 

will add immeasurable interest and makes the game more fun, playable and interesting for every level of golfer.  

Also, RCGC needs to mow the fairway / rough lines as natural long sweeping curves vs unnatural zig-zag curving (see 

images below). This will give the golf course a much more refined, presentable and classic look. 

 

 

Long curves 

Classic golf courses with long curving fairway/rough areas  



  

               

To continue the very presentable and classic look (and help make the maintenance exercise a lot easier) we also 

suggest linking / joining the fairways where this makes sense. We have highlighted on the hole by hole description 

sheets where we feel this is possible and believe this will add another dimension to the club. We have included 

pictures below of Augusta National, with fairways interlinked / joined, to show what we mean by this exercise. Note 

the long curving fairways / rough lines also. 

 

 





  

               

Grass choice 

The choice of grass for a new (or renovated) golf course is one of the most important decisions on any project. The 

cost to purchase and maintain this grass will run into millions of dollars over the years as green-keeping staff look to 

create play conditions that please the golfer, owner and architect - and not always in that order. 

Generally speaking for Colombo, Sri Lanka there are several grasses that can be used for the fairways, tees and roughs. 

These include Manila grass (Zoysia matrella) Bermuda grass (Cynodon spp.) ,Seashore Paspalum (Paspalum 

vaginatum) and tropical carpetgrass/cowgrass (Axanopus compressus) 

If RCGC wishes to keeps costs to a minimum then it’s our advice that the club continues to use the local carpetgrass 

(Axanopus compressus) and learns to manage this grass as best as possible. Upwards of 20% of golf courses in South 

East Asia have carpetgrass playing surfaces and many are in very good condition (Jagorawi CC, Indonesia, Singapore 

Island CC, Singapore and Wack Wack, Philippines to name a few). It would be a worthwhile exercise if RCGC (and 

particularly the maintenance staff) built a relationship with these courses we have listed above (and others in Asia 

with the same grass species) and this way it’s possible to share information on how best to manage this grass to get 

the best playing surfaces possible.  The local grass can survive in the existing climate with limited amounts of input 

and maintenance and thus should always be the first choice. Once you introduce a non-native species then the amount 

of input (water, fertilizer etc.) and the management of this grass will increase exponentially at a high cost.  

To use an example: 

If the golf club were to remove all the carpet grass (a time consuming and expensive exercise that will require the 

entire course / part of the course / a hole to be closed for a period of time) and replace with a non native species of 

grass then the irrigation system would need to be improved substantially since the non native grass would require 

more water input particularly during the grow in stages. With more water being spread over the area then the greater 

likelihood the native grass will re surface because it will enjoy the mineral source. More management and manpower 

will then be required to eliminate this grass. Since a non-native grass is like to be much less drought tolerant and more 

susceptible to disease the maintenance crew would need to spend more money on extra labor, a superintendent (with 

experience managing this grass), potentially new equipment and more input. Water availability and cost is every 

increasing, so the advice would be to use a grass that can and has survived in the region (with limited input).  I know 

if we were a golf course owner we would want a grass that can stand the test of time with as little input as possible. 

That grass would be  tropical carpetgrass/cowgrass (Axanopus compressus) 

 
Jagorawi CC Old Course, Indonesia with tropical carpetgrass fairways  



  

               

7.0 Tees  

“Tees - Make them big enough so that the player will have a breadth of feeling, and not feel as if precariously placed on top of a 

package box, where any unguarded move endangers his falling off.” Donald Ross from Golf has never failed me 1931  

Tees have been recently renovated. Typically tees have a 20 - 30 year lifespan and potentially much more if properly 

maintained (see tee maintenance programme in the Maintenance audit). The classic tee style is more rectangular / 

square / uniform in shape and we would recommend that this style (the current style) remains the same moving 

forward (when in the future the tees get rebuilt).  

8.0 Trees 

Trees are the most emotional and controversial topic for most golf course members. 

They can have an importance on a golf course like improving the aesthetics, framing holes and offering shade in times 

of intense heat but we also need to approach the area of trees practically and as golf architects and course builders 

its our responsibility to recommend changes for the good of the golf course and the health of the grass and sometimes 

this equates to removing certain trees. 

These are some of the noticeable concerns (and remedies) at RCGC where trees are involved: 

1. Many of the fairways are bordered by straight lines of trees which is not only inartistic (REMEMBER nothing in 

nature has a straight line) but makes for tedious and uninteresting golf. We suggest more random planting of trees 

like you would find in nature. By planting trees more irregularly this also creates more fascinating golf and is more 

visually impressive.  

 

Trees planted in straight lines (at standard intervals) at RCGC. You would not see this in nature.  

2. The most important of the principles in designing and constructing a golf course is to make the fullest use of trees 

and all other natural hazards and features. At RCGC some of the most spectacular trees are out of sight (out of 

mind). It ‘s important to highlight these outstanding trees by removing/transplanting some of the secondary trees 

that have been planted in front of these trees and now hide them. When planting trees be sure not to mask a 

fabulous tree, which is the case in many instances at RCGC 



  

               

 

 

 

Hole 14 before and after clearing. The large trees either side of the fairway have now been exposed and look impressive 

 



  

               

3. In some cases trees are too close to greens and tees. It’s important to remember that the greens and tees are not 

too closely adjacent to surrounding trees, for at certain times of the year the falling leaves are troublesome, and tree 

roots take to themselves considerable food and drink, which rightly belongs to the turf of the tee or putting green. 

Most important remember trees must, of course, be not so close as to shade a green or tee and rob it of moisture, 

nor so thick as to shut off currents of air.  

   

Lack of sun and air circulation for old 15 tee complex (now 16th tee) 

4. Non-native trees not only look out of place but invariably they require much more water input. Plan trees that are 

local to the area   

Nothing grows under the non-native blue gum trees on the left side of Hole 8 which draws a lot of water 

5. Finally, RCGC has a mish mash of different trees ( in golf design we call it a “fruit salad” of trees because there are 

so many different types of trees). The main result of this being a very untidy looking golf course visually. Use similar 

trees species (and limit this to no more than 10 - 15 varieties) for consistency and to create an attractive scene 



  

               

 

It’s clear that there has been no proper tree program implemented at RCGC over time. The result being that the golf 

course is littered with a mish-mash of trees varieties (many non-native) scattered across the terrain with little to no 

rhyme or reason.  One of the biggest improvements that can be done at RCGC is removing select trees from the golf 

course and then over time planting new trees in strategic locations that will improve the course aesthetic and general 

maintenance. We feel in general more trees should be removed than planted 

Where new trees are planted look to plant existing trees species to ensure a consistent look and identity (also native 

trees are generally more drought tolerant and adaptable). An abundance of different types of trees will quickly disrupt 

the character of the golf course and make the overall look untidy which is the case at this minute. 

There are a high number of stand- alone trees off to the sides of the fairways . Some of these are fluky looking and 

offer little to nothing to the golf course experience. We have highlighted - in the Tree Plan to follow - which ones we 

believe should be removed to improve the overall experience and where to plant new trees.  

We have also included some native tree types we recommend planting in the future. Where new trees are planted 

our preference would be to clump sets of trees together in an irregular formation versus plant singular stand – alone 

tree sets in straight lines at standard intervals. This will present a more aesthetic look.  Also, around some of the tees 

and greens it’s necessary to cut some of the branches to help improve sun and air circulation in these areas.  

Lastly, we have recommended in the Tree Plan that some trees are removed to highlight a dramatic tree or a 

memorable view which in turn will improve the experience or make that spectacular tree even more spectacular 

(remember once you give an outstanding trees(s) room to breath then it will likely grow to be even more spectacular.) 

 

GOOD EXAMPLE: Clumps of trees (and note the same tree species) planted in irregular formation (left). Also, a singular stand-

alone tree that has grown to be spectacular as its had room to breathe and grow (right). Golf Course is Ndola GC, Zambia 

 

 



  

               

Native Trees to consider planting at RCGC 
 

  Mal Mara / Flamboyant /Flame Tree / Golden Mohur 
 

 
 

 
Ahela Tree 
 

 
 

 
Ceylon Ebony Tree     Kumbuk Tree / Terminalia Arjuna 
 

 





  

               

9.0 Drainage 

RCGC drains relatively well for a golf course routed on relatively flat land with heavy soils. Some areas of the golf 

course might still harbor water after heavy rains (and these will be visible) and there are several solutions that the 

club can adopt with varying costs. 

Low Cost Solution  

Topdressing the golf course with sand will eventually help create a permeable layer between the heavy soils and grass. 

The heavier and more frequent the golf club top dresses with sand the sooner RCGC will create the desired conditions.  

Benefits: Low cost (only cost of sand material) and labor.  

No need to shut down golf hole 

Negative  50 - 60% improvement  

 

Heavy topdressing of fairway 

 

 

 



  

               

Middle Cost Solution (see holes 2 and 5 solution) 

Build gravel or sand trenches at 5-7 metre intervals in a hearing bone formation (where there is a large area to cover). 

Fill the trench with gravel and cap with 75-100mm of sand then grass. Make sure the trenches have positive fall 

towards a water body or soak away chamber. Top dress the rest of the area  

Benefits: Medium cost (cost of excavation - equipment rental), cost of material: Gravel and/or sand).  

No need to shut down golf hole 

Negative  60 - 70% improvement 

 

Gravel trench 



  

               

High Cost Solution (see practice range solution) 

Strip the fairway of grass and reshape / regrade the ground so that there is positive fall. Install subsurface drainage 

and catch basins and cap the ground with sand (75 - 100mm). Re grass the entire area 

Benefits: 80 - 90% improvement 

Negative  Cost of excavation (equipment rental), Cost of specialist shaper (person to grade the ground), Cost of 

  material (drainage pipe / catch basins / gravel and sand).  

Shut down the hole for 2 - 4 months 

 

Regrading fairway to create fairway swales and for installation of sub-surface drainage 

 

 

 

 

 



  

               

10.0 Landscape / Small Detail / Recycle 

RCGC is an oasis in the middle of Colombo with the facility having an abundance of natural land and water features.  

Golfers playing RCGC want to retire to nature and forget the hustle and bustle prevalent just outside the golf course 

walls. Its so important to create a sense of place by incorporating the best features on site into the golf course and 

using native material as much as possible. RCGC needs to create a story that is closely linked with the surrounds and 

this will help improve the experience immeasurably.  

Our belief is that all natural and man-made water bodies can be improved. These water bodies can: 

1 be cleared, at opportune moments to expose the water in certain areas and particularly at staging areas - 

tees, greens and landing areas OR 

2 have landscape material (aquatic plans propagated from the site) added to them to add visual interest. 

In some cases, the existing water bodies (like at 16 green and 17 green) should be extended to influence the play 

much more. In general the goal should be to highlight / enhance the multitude of natural water and land features on 

site and thus make the golf course a GREAT WALK IN NATURE. 

 

Example of a water body that has been cleared in certain sections (to expose its beauty) and also expanded to influence the play 

The difference between a good and great golf course is often in the small detail. With this in mind RCGC needs to 

focus on ensuring the golf course furniture is visually strong, comfortable and works well with the site. Our suggestion 

would be to recycle as much as possible the wood that has been cleared to create furniture including bins / tee 

markers and benches (which has been done). This is a soft landscape site (i.e. the site is full of trees and grass) and 

not a hard scape site (in this case the site would have a lot of rock etc.) so this theme needs to be carried through in 

the small detail. 

 

Recycle: Course benches made from trees cleared during construction of new Holes 14 and 15 



  

               

11.0 Cartpaths 

Whilst we much prefer that golfers walk the golf course we understand that at times this is not always possible for 

certain golfers wanting to play the game but unable to walk the entire golf course route. We also understand that golf 

carts and cartpaths have become part of the modern game of golf and need to be considered moving forward. Having 

said that we would always advocate that golfers walk (and take a caddy where necessary) and particularly at a 

traditional club like RCGC. We would urge (continue to urge) that the golf club keeps this tradition moving forward.  

In the case where RCGC must introduce carts we advise that using these vehicles on the fairways and around the 

greens and tees would not be ideal (at least where there is a high volume of cart traffic) and particularly during the 

wet season. During the wet season the carts will almost certainly damage the grass mostly because of the limited 

drainage and leave a very untidy looking scene. Fortunately, the golf club has paved paths in a high percentage of 

areas (that can be utilized albeit many of these paths would need to be repaved) and with the addition of some extra 

paved areas we see it possible to cart all 18 holes (See the Cartpath Plan we have produced showing this) 

Our biggest design concern with cart paths is that they are unsightly looking and can scar a landscape visually. In the 

case of RCGC they can quickly degrade the character and identity of the golf course. If the club is thinking of building 

a full circle cart path route then our plan is good “guide” moving forward. 

  

Note: A high percentage of the best and most prestigious golf clubs on the globe have caddies which is the same at 

RCGC. Typically, these individuals are well dressed (many times in a white overcoat uniform) which improves the 

overall golf course experience. Our feeling is that RCGC can improve the caddy experience by simply changing the 

uniform the caddies wear (at the minute the caddies are very untidy looking, and a day visitor might see this as a 

negative). Also, the pond boys generally degrade the golf course and experience. 



  

               

 

Caddy at the Pinehurst Resort, North Carolina with course logo (and sponsorship at the back) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 





  

               

12.0 Irrigation 

RCGC will need to weight up the cost of installing an irrigation system versus the cost of using bowsers / labor to 

manage the stand-alone systems currently in place.  

Pros and cons of an integrated Irrigation system (with pump station)  

Pro’s 

 Easier to control (one central control point). At this minute the stand-alone system requires that staff  

 control the system at each locale. 

 More streamlined and potential for less water usage. The system is controlled by computer vs man.  

 Currently the stand-alone system requires that staff time and monitor how much water is being used. 

 Design of the irrigation system so that areas that don’t require to be watered don’t get watered. 

 A new irrigation system should have a life span of up to 30 years. The current system has breaking points 

 that constantly need repair. 

 Fertilize using the irrigation system (vs using the bowzer and reliant on the staff doing this work properly) 

Con’s 

 Initial outlay costs (estimate in the region of $1 million includes design, installation, parts and pump station) 

 Disruption to the golf course when being installed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



What is the one thing on a  
golf course that costs an 
exorbitant amount of money, 

most golfers never see, and most 
modern golf courses can’t survive 
without? An irrigation system. The 
efficient application of water is playing 
an increasingly important role as golf 
courses are focused more than ever 
on conserving water resources and 
protecting water quality. In the western 
U.S., water shortages and the rising 
cost of water have put more emphasis 
than ever on irrigation system efficiency. 
In the eastern U.S. and other parts of 
the country with plentiful rainfall, an 
efficient irrigation system helps golf 
facilities comply with strict water-use 
regulations and contributes to better 
course conditioning. Like all mechanical 
systems, sprinklers, pipes, fittings, con- 
trollers and other components experi- 
ence wear and tear and will need to  
be replaced at some point. However, 
when budgets are tight and replace- 
ment costs are on the rise, the question 
becomes “When is it time to replace 
an irrigation system?” This article will 
examine the many issues and pertinent 
questions to answer when determining 
the need to replace a golf course 
irrigation system.

EVALUATE THE STATUS  
OF THE CURRENT  
IRRIGATION SYSTEM
Age of system components: A good 
starting point is to review the age of 
various irrigation system components, 
including sprinklers, pipes, valves, 
fittings, and controllers. In general,  
as irrigation systems age beyond 25 
years they tend to experience more 
frequent breakdowns, components 
become obsolete, and finding replace- 
ment parts may be more difficult. How- 

ever, just because parts of an irrigation 
system are old in no way implies they 
are past their usefulness; age is just  
a relatively easy way to anticipate 
general fatigue and wear on irrigation 
systems. The American Society of Golf 
Course Architects published guidelines 
regarding the expected life span of 
various items that can be used as part 
of this exercise (Figure 1). The guide- 
lines are a general estimate of how 
long each item should last under 
normal circumstances. Areas of the 
country with a 12-month irrigation 
season can expect accelerated wear 
compared to golf courses in seasonal 
climates where irrigation systems are 
only used for a few months. Although 

When Is It Time To Replace  
An Irrigation System?
There is never a good time to replace an irrigation system, but when  
the cost of not replacing it becomes high enough . . . it’s time.
BY PATRICK J. GROSS
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Valve failure and frequent pipe breaks are signs that parts of an irrigation system 
are worn out and need to be replaced.

Figure 1
Expected Life Cycle
of Irrigation System

Components*

Item Years

Irrigation system 10-30 years

Irrigation control 10-15 years 
system 

PVC pipe 10-30 years 
(under pressure) 

Pump station 15-20 years

* Adapted from Golf Course Items 
Expected Life Cycle, American 
Society of Golf Course Architects
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golf courses in colder climates may 
only use an irrigation system for six to 
eight months, freeze/thaw cycles and 
winterization processes can weaken 
pipes and fittings, thus reducing the 
expected life span of those 
components.

Reliability of irrigation systems 
and the frequency of breaks and 
repairs: The reliability of irrigation 
systems is crucial since breakdowns 
tend to occur when irrigation is most 
needed and maximum stress is being 
put on the irrigation system. Many a 
superintendent has performed over- 
night baby-sitting duties during the 
summer to monitor old irrigation 
systems that are prone to failure. A 
reliable and efficient irrigation system 

is a key component of producing 
high-quality turf conditions. Consider 
the following scenario: a superinten- 
dent just completed a fertilizer appli-
cation and plans on immediately 
watering-in the material, only to find 
that the irrigation system has broken 
down, leaving no option but to watch 
the turf experience widespread fertil- 
izer burn. Despite the best intentions 
and preventive maintenance, similar 
situations often plague golf course 
superintendents with old irrigation 
systems. Frequent pipe breaks and 
failure of system components are 
possible signs that parts of an irrigation 
system are worn out and need to be 
replaced. A review of maintenance 
records will provide helpful information 

regarding the number of repairs each 
year, how much downtime is experi- 
enced, and annual costs associated 
with irrigation system repairs. Frequent 
breakdowns also can be a sign of 
incorrect installation, inferior products, 
or worn-out components. As a guide- 
line, if pipe leaks are experienced 
more than one time per week and 
mainline pipe breaks occur more than 
two times per month, it is likely that the 
piping system and fittings need to be 
replaced.

Suitability of the irrigation system 
for the location and design of the 
course: It is important to evaluate 
whether the irrigation system design is 
suitable for the climate and location of 
the golf course. Parts of the country 
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The capability of an irrigation system to apply a large amount of water in a short time allows superintendents to withhold 
irrigation if rain is expected, knowing they can catch up on watering the next day if the rain doesn’t materialize.
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with limited rainfall depend almost 
entirely on irrigation systems to support 
turf growth throughout most of the 
year, whereas courses that receive 
frequent precipitation may only use 
irrigation systems as a supplement to 
natural rainfall. It is counter intuitive, 
but even golf courses in high-rainfall 
areas benefit from an efficient, high-
capacity irrigation system. What would 
you do in the following situation? The 
forecast calls for a 50-percent chance 
of rain; however, the golf course needs 
a full irrigation cycle or the turf is going 
to suffer significant stress the next day. 
Does the superintendent irrigate and 
take the chance that the golf course 
will be excessively wet if it rains, or 
should the superintendent abstain from 

irrigating for one more night and hope 
that the irrigation system is capable of 
watering the course ahead of play the 
next day if it does not rain? The answer 
is completely dependent on the ability 
of the irrigation system to apply a large 
amount of water in a short period of 
time. This situation forces courses with 
low-capacity irrigation systems to irri- 
gate because it would take several 
days to apply the amount of irrigation 
required by the turf in the event that no 
rain occurs, while in the meantime the 
turf will suffer significant drought stress 
and decline. Conversely, a course with 
a well-designed, high-capacity irrigation 
system can withhold watering knowing 
that a full irrigation cycle can be com- 
pleted in a short time frame with no 

disruption to play and without 
overwatering.

Also, the architecture of a golf course 
must be considered with respect to 
irrigation system design. Was the golf 
course designed to be a rustic layout 
with non-irrigated native grasses in the 
rough, or was the course designed to 
be highly manicured from wall to wall? 
Are there mounds, bunkers, or other 
architectural features that require 
specialized irrigation? Have renovation 
projects or architectural improvements 
been undertaken without making the 
necessary adjustments to the irrigation 
system? Good examples include the 
addition of new tees, the removal of 
turf in out-of-play areas, or establish- 
ment of native grass plantings that 
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Problems with irrigation uniformity are easy to spot due the number and size of wet spots and dry areas. But what is the exact 
cause of the problem? An audit of the irrigation system will help pinpoint which components are causing problems and what 
needs to be done to fix the situation.
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have a significantly different irrigation 
requirement than adjoining fairways 
and managed roughs. The ability to 
isolate and control irrigation in sections 
of the golf course with different water 
requirements has a direct impact on 
overall course quality and water-use 
efficiency. If significant architectural 
changes have been made or are being 
considered, modifications or complete 
replacement of the irrigation system 
should be included in the plan.

EFFICIENCY AND 
UNIFORMITY OF THE 
IRRIGATION SYSTEM
There are several factors that influence 
the efficiency of an irrigation system 
and the uniformity of water distribution:
●  Uniform sprinkler spacing based on 

manufacturer recommendations and 
performance data

●  Sprinkler and sprinkler nozzle 
performance

●  The ability to control individual 
sprinklers

●  A pump station capable of delivering 
adequate water volume and 
consistent operating pressure

●  Proper hydraulic design of the piping 
system and pumps

●  System maintenance — sprinklers 
level and at proper grade, pressure-
regulating valves properly set
Problems with irrigation uniformity 

are often easy to spot due to the 
number and size of wet and dry areas 
throughout the course. Determining 
which of the previous factors are con- 
tributing to the problem and to what 
degree takes more expertise and is 
best done by hiring a golf course irri- 
gation design engineer to analyze the 
system. The analysis should include 
an evaluation of hydraulics and pipe 
sizing, the condition of pumps and 
controls, pressure checks at various 
points throughout the property, the 
time necessary to apply water during 
peak demand, and a check of distribu- 
tion uniformity (DU) in various sections 
of the course by performing a catch-
can test. Recognizing that natural rain- 
fall is not completely uniform, the fol- 
lowing rating scale from the Irrigation 
Association® is most often used when 
evaluating the distribution uniformity of 
golf course irrigation systems:

80% = excellent/ achievable
70% = good/ expected
55% = poor

These values are a good benchmark 
to determine if an irrigation system 
improvement is needed. Once com- 
pleted, the analysis will provide objec- 
tive information on irrigation system 

status, which components need to  
be replaced, and a plan for making 
recommended improvements. The 
irrigation system analysis can identify 
several shortcuts that may have taken 
place during the design or installation 
process and other serious problems 
that may require major renovation or 
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Performing a catch-can test in various sections of the golf course is one part of a 
comprehensive analysis of the irrigation system. Once completed, the analysis 
provides objective information on the status of the irrigation system so plans can 
be made for future improvements or replacement. (Photo courtesy of Jim Moore.)
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Frequent pipe breaks not only leak water; they leak money for the cost of repair 
couplings and the labor required to install them. These costs and others should be 
tracked by the superintendent to get a clear picture of the total cost to manage the 
irrigation system.

staff managing and adjusting the 
irrigation system

●  Labor and material costs for making 
repairs

●  The amount of time and labor 
devoted to hand watering dry spots 
to compensate for irrigation system 
deficiencies
Granted, it is difficult to justify 

spending $2 million on a new irrigation 
system when water is free and labor is 
cheap, but tracking expenditures over 
time creates a clear vision of how the 

irrigation system is managed and 
where money is spent. In cases where 
sharp increases in the price of water 
are experienced, there may be clear 
justification for upgrading or replacing 
irrigation systems. In situations where 
water costs are low, the main justifi- 
cation for upgrading or replacing an 
irrigation system may be an overall 
improvement in course quality and 
consistency. 

IRRIGATION SYSTEM 
TECHNOLOGY
There have been rapid advances in 
irrigation system technology in recent 

years that have enhanced the ability of 
superintendents to more precisely 
manage water. The state-of-the-art 
irrigation system installed 40 years ago 
has been replaced with at least five 
generations of newer, more efficient 
irrigation system components and 
controls. Examples include:
●  Valve-in-head sprinklers that allow 

each head to be operated 
independently for more precise 
irrigation control

●  Adjustable sprinkler nozzles that 
perform better in windy conditions

●  Variable-frequency-drive pumping 
systems that pump water more 
efficiently and consume less energy

●  On-site weather stations linked to 
central control computers that 
provide site-specific weather data 
and information on how much water 
is used by turfgrasses 

●  Wired and wireless in-ground 
moisture-sensing devices

●  System integration that establishes 
communication between the central 
controller, pumping system, soil 
moisture sensors, and other parts  
of the irrigation system
The added information and feedback 

provided by advancements in irrigation 
technology allow superintendents to 
make more informed and accurate 
water-management decisions while 
lowering overall costs to operate irri- 
gation systems. Even golf courses in 
high-rainfall areas benefit from improve- 
ments in irrigation technology that pro- 
vide the ability to fine-tune irrigation 
programs leading to an overall 
improvement in turf quality and  
playing conditions. 

FUTURE COST AND 
AVAILABILITY OF WATER
In some parts of the country, the cost 
of water is steadily rising and water 
availability is being restricted. Nowhere 
is this more evident than in California, 
where some water districts have 
increased water prices by 50 percent 
and enacted strict water budgets.  
In such cases, inefficient irrigation 
systems that are prone to frequent 
breakdowns not only waste water but 
also waste money and may put golf 
courses out of business. Upgrading  
or replacing the irrigation system can 
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complete replacement of the irrigation 
system. The information gained from 
an irrigation system analysis will allow 
management to develop an operational 
and financial plan for irrigation system 
improvement or replacement. 

EVALUATING THE COST  
TO MANAGE AND  
MAINTAIN THE CURRENT 
IRRIGATION SYSTEM
When irrigation systems break down, 
most golf courses find there is little 

option but to patch repairs together as 
quickly as possible. But how much 
money is leaking out of the system, 
especially if frequent breaks occur? It 
is important for the superintendent to 
keep track of labor and repair expendi- 
tures in order to have a comprehensive 
overview of the amount of resources 
spent on the maintenance and manage- 
ment of the irrigation system. Mainte- 
nance records should include:
●  Water cost
●  Electricity costs for pumping the 

water
●  Amount of time spent by the 

superintendent and maintenance 
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easily be justified such situations. It 
may be more difficult to justify irrigation 
system improvements in areas where 
water is plentiful and inexpensive, but 
this might not always be the case. 
Unexpected changes in water-storage 
capability or a switch to a different 
water source may impact budgets and 
golf course operations in the future. It 
is important to talk with the agency 
responsible for water delivery in your 
area to develop a long-term view of the 
future price and availability of water 
and how future changes may impact 
your golf course. Although some 
locations might not be experiencing a 
crisis at the moment, planning for the 
next 10, 15, or 20 years is always a 
prudent idea.

WHAT IS THE RETURN ON 
INVESTMENT OF A NEW 
IRRIGATION SYSTEM?
If a golf course is going to spend  
$1-2 million on a new irrigation system, 
questions are often asked, such as 
“What is the return on investment?” or 
“When will the project pay for itself due 
to savings in labor, water, and energy 
costs?” Such calculations are difficult 
to make because each golf course 
situation is different with respect to 
total acreage, architecture, water 
source, desired level of maintenance, 
and many other variables. The fact is 
that an irrigation system is a key com- 
ponent of the golf course infrastructure, 
similar to the roof on a house. It is not 
an optional accessory. In some circum- 

stances, a new irrigation system can 
produce significant savings where 
water costs are high, and some courses 
document savings of 20 percent or 
more compared to previous irrigation 
systems. In nearly all cases, a new 
irrigation system produces better water 
application efficiency and flexibility, 
reduces labor and repair costs, and 
translates into improved turf quality 
and better playing conditions. 

MAKING THE DECISION  
ON IRRIGATION SYSTEM 
REPLACEMENT
Like many decisions related to golf 
course management, there is not a 
clear-cut date, time, or number of 
operating hours that triggers when an 
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Many golf courses will attempt to nurse an old irrigation system and devote several employees to hand watering. While this 
can be an effective short-term strategy, at some point the irrigation system infrastructure needs to be upgraded before 
catastrophic failure occurs.
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irrigation system should be replaced. 
Making the decision to replace an 
irrigation system depends on a number 
of factors. An audit and analysis of the 
irrigation system by an irrigation design 
engineer who specializes in golf 
courses will provide objective data on 
the status of the irrigation system. 
Another good exercise recommended 
in the USGA Green Section Record 
article Does Your Irrigation System 
Make the Grade? is to do a report-
card-style evaluation of the irrigation 
system. The next step is to develop 
plans to achieve the desired objective 
for your course. The following examples 
offer insight into some possible 
scenarios for irrigation system 
improvement:

Upgrading pumps and controls: 
The pumping station is the heart of the 
irrigation system. Inefficient pumps can 
adversely affect irrigation coverage but 
also can waste a significant amount  
of money by consuming exorbitant 
amounts of electricity. Assuming that 
the pipe system is in good condition 

and is adequately sized, upgrading 
irrigation pumps and controls to a 
variable-frequency-drive system can 
improve pump efficiency and help save 
money on electricity. In some cases, 
the cost savings can be substantial.

Replacement of sprinklers, 
satellite controllers, and central 
controller: If the piping system is 
hydraulically sound and in good condi- 
tion, upgrading the sprinklers and con- 
trollers may be all that is necessary. 
Sprinklers receive the most wear of 
any irrigation system component and 
are the items that need to be replaced 
most frequently. Some courses decide 
to replace sprinklers in phases to 
spread the financial impact over two  
or more seasons. Note that partially 
replacing sprinklers results in a mix of 
older- and newer-model heads with 
different coverage patterns and water 
application rates, which contributes  
to a wide-scale lack of uniformity. 
Although it may not be economically 
feasible to replace all sprinklers and 
controllers at once, completing the 

project in a reasonable time reduces 
inconsistencies in irrigation coverage 
and control. Replacing infield satellite 
controllers provides an opportunity to 
upgrade to the latest technology for 
better reliability and efficiency and to 
obtain additional programming features. 
Upgrading controllers also provides a 
chance to increase the number of 
stations on each control panel so that 
every sprinkler can be wired separately 
and operated individually.

Replacement of the piping and 
control-wire systems: The frequency 
of pipe and fitting breaks offers a good 
indication that the piping system and 
fittings could be fatigued and may 
need to be completely replaced. Keep 
in mind that wires for the control sys- 
tem are typically placed in irrigation 
trenches, and an irrigation system that 
experiences frequent pipe breaks also 
is likely to have a worn-out wiring sys- 
tem. Pipe and control-wire replacement 
is a significant endeavor and usually 
signals the replacement of the entire 
irrigation system. However, replacing 
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Variable-frequency-drive pumping stations and controls are examples of improved technologies available to golf courses. 
Provided the pipe system is well designed, upgrading the pumping system can make a substantial impact on irrigation 
uniformity and reduce energy consumption.

http://gsr.lib.msu.edu/2000s/2000/000901.pdf
http://gsr.lib.msu.edu/2000s/2000/000901.pdf
http://www.usga.org/course_care/green_section_record/Policies-For-Use-and-Reuse/
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http://www.usga.org/course_care/green_section_record/Green-Section-Record/


irrigation piping provides opportunities 
to improve the hydraulic design of the 
irrigation system so the entire course 
can be irrigated in a shorter time frame 
and to modify sprinkler spacing and 
configuration for better irrigation 
uniformity. 

CONCLUSION
Most would agree that there is never  
a good time to replace an irrigation 
system and, as far as the golf business 
is concerned, replacing an irrigation 
system is one of the most difficult 
projects to get approved. It is typical  
for a golf course maintenance staff to 
nurse an old irrigation system along  
for many years and incur excessive 
expenditures for repairs and hand-
watering, only to hear golfers say,  
“I don’t know why you need a new 
irrigation system. The place looks 
great.” However, at some point it is 
important to consider the cost of doing 
nothing. Ongoing preventive mainte- 
nance and repair can extend the life of 
an irrigation system, but eventually 
mechanical components simply wear 
out and need to be replaced. If left too 
long, finding replacement parts for an 
irrigation system may become increas- 
ingly difficult. Worse yet, there could 
be a catastrophic failure of the irri- 
gation system and water could be 
unavailable for several days or weeks. 
Detailed maintenance records regard- 
ing irrigation system repairs are very 
helpful in determining if money is being 
wasted on keeping an obsolete and 
inefficient irrigation system in operation 
and may help justify the need for a 
new irrigation system. The services  
of an independent irrigation design 
engineer with experience in golf course 
systems is equally valuable for objec- 
tively evaluating the irrigation system 
and recommending improvement 
options. Replacing an irrigation system 
or upgrading major irrigation system 

components provides opportunities to 
refine irrigation system design to meet 
current and future needs while taking 
advantage of current technology that 
can make water applications more 
uniform and efficient. The ultimate goal 
is to have an efficient and dependable 
irrigation system that serves the needs 
of the golf course for many years into 
the future while conserving precious 
financial and water resources.
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Pipe replacement is a major endeavor 
but provides an ideal opportunity to 
improve the hydraulic design of the 
system, modify the spacing of 
sprinklers, and incorporate new 
technology that can improve irrigation 
uniformity.
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 13.0 The Environment 

RCGC is incredibly rich with wonderful fauna and flora and we believe more should be done to highlight the immense 

variety of vegetation and wildlife prevalent across the site. One suggestion to the club would be to document the 

abundant bird and animal life as well as varied vegetation found across the property.  Recording species that occur on 

your site can inform habitat management strategies and can also be a good way of communicating the clubs ecological 

value. Further understanding of the species found, and are protected under national legislation, can bring more 

recognition for your facility's conservation efforts. This will not only show that RCGC are committed to the 

environment (protection of the environment) but are proud of their facility / heritage and want to highlight its beauty. 

 

In this regard, we would strongly recommend that the club look to put together a field book / guide that can be 

distributed to members and guests highlighting the rich variety of fauna and flora across the site. We believe it will 

add another dimension to club and our feeling is that members / guests will see this document in a positive light. 

Many other prestigious golf clubs look at every means possible to highlight the rich beauty of their site (see for 

instance images below for Johannesburg CC and what they have done to highlight their facility). Producing a field 

book of this kind also shows the clubs commitment to the environment. 

  



  

               

Field Guide example 

Volunteering: 
 
Creating and supporting microhabitats helps to protect healthy populations of birds, small mammals, bees etc. over 
time. This is good for a healthy ecosystem, plus, healthy animal, bird and insect populations in and around golf courses 
not only increase conservation value, they can also reduce pest pressure on the site. It could be a a great project for 
volunteers - perhaps pick a local school group or youth nature programme and invite them to help! Support and 
enhance the wildlife population by building bird boxes / bee hives / small mammal nesting boxes or other. 
 
….and lastly the South Eastern corner of the property is unbelievably rich with fauna and flora and a tranquil retreat. 

With the canal and bund system currently being built (in this section of the property) this is a perfect opportunity to 

sit benches etc. at opportune moments in this area and allow people playing or visiting the club the opportunity to 

enjoy nature in this sector of the property. We suggest having a walking track for those members not wishing to play 

golf but still wanting to enjoy some of nature. For the benefit of RCGC we have produced a Tree and Environmental 

Walk Plan (to follow) to show what we believe would be a wonderful nature walk that can be easily implemented at 

limited cost. 

 



  

               

Example of walking / running map 

Other ways to promote the ecological value of the golf course 

-  Invite community to learn about conservation work 

- Add signage on the golf course marking important habitat areas 

- Include habitat maps around the facility 

- Involve golfers in conservation efforts 

- Include a regular feature in newsletters highlighting conservation 

- Post seasonal wildlife updates on message boards 

 





  

               

14.0 Hole 18 Revision - Showing new hole route to clubhouse 

 

With the creation of new holes 14 and 15 and the excavation of the canal system along the South Eastern boundary 

of the property it’s possible to revise the routing to have hole 18 routed along the fairway of old Hole 14 and back 

towards the clubhouse using existing 18 green as the finish (albeit attacking this green from a different direction). The 

reroute would will also present an opportunity to improve some of the holes on the back nine that carry little strategic 

and visual interest.  

 

This is also the most beautiful part of the site and this work would give the club the opportunity to not only highlight 

the beauty of this area (see point 13.0: The Environment) but also bring the wilderness much more in play. The reroute 

of the final few holes would also make for a stronger more demanding finish than current.   

 

See 18 HOLE Reroute Plan 

 

The route described: 

 

1. Golfers would finish at new green 14 and walk (on the bund) through the natural wetland (all the time 

appreciating the bird and wildlife) toward a new 15th hole. Note a canal system with bund  is being built at 

this time and golfers would walk along this bund towards the new 15th hole  

 

 
Canal system and bund being created (pic March 2019) 

 

2. A new tee complex would be created for Hole 15 but the existing 16th green would be used as the green 

for this hole but attacked from a different direction. In this case we would suggest removing the front 

bunker and extending the water body closer to the green. The tees would essentially be located in the 

wetland area and surrounded by superb trees. Some trees would need to be removed to get a view into the 

green complex, but the most impressive trees would remain and add immense interest. 



  

               

 

 
View from main and forward tees looking towards green complex 

 

3. Old hole 16 (Par 3) and hole 17 become one hole (as highlighted in the hole by hole description sheet): Now 

this hole becomes a long Par 5. The tees for old hole 16 would be the back tees for this hole with golfers 

needing to hit over the large tree on the corner currently behind existing green 16 – Par 3 (which would offer 

great strategic interest). The tees for Hole 17 would be the standard tees for this hole. The hole plays to the 

existing 17th green. See Hole by hole description sheet for our recommendation at the green complex and in 

articular our recommendation to extend the water body on the left closer to the green and more I play. 

 



  

               

 
The view from the back tee. Fairway in front and swings around the tree 

 

4. Hole 17 would be routed on existing 16th fairway but instead of it being a par 5 it would be a long, strong 

par 4. We propose building a new green complex close to the wetland area. The wetland area would come 

into play down the left side of the hole and to the left of the green complex. This would be both a visually and 

strategically strong hole with a beautiful green complex.  

 

5. Having completed the 17th hole the golfer will walk the SAME path golfers had to walk to get from 14th 

green to new 15th tees. The tees that were built for the new 15th (short par 3) would then be used for the tees 

for the finishing hole. A back tee can be built to extend the hole by a few metres but regardless it will be a 

challenging finish with a carry over the wetland to the landing area.  

 

Note: The clubhouse sits proud behind the hole from the tees and landing areas (which is not the case with

  the current 18th hole) and the remarkable trees on the rights side will also add interest and help beautify 

 this hole. Remove a few trees at the green complex and reshape the front section of the green to complete. 

 

 
  18th Tee Shot back up towards clubhouse and existing 18 green 

 

 

Large tree needs to be navigated from back tee 

Hole 18 is played on old 14 fairway from 15 tees 





  

               

15.0 Front nine Revision -. Showing new route given land lost because of railway extension 

 

Given the pending extension of the railway line we have looked at the most feasible reroute option for the front 

nine holes given that most holes will be affected (one way or the other) by this work.   

 

See front nine hole reroute plan.  Assumptions: We have assumed that the work will affect 15m either side of the 

current railway line (i.e. 30metres will be lost). 

 

Summary: 

 

Hole 1: Remains the same 

 

Hole 2: Hole 2 is a short Par 5 (played on existing Hole 7 fairway in the opposite direction). The practice area to be 

used for the second section of this hole. There are some interesting trees separating the practice area and this hole 

and we would propose highlighting some of these trees in the design  

 

Hole 3: A Long Par 3 (played on existing 6 fairway in the opposite direction). The stream and some wonderful trees 

to the left will provide a special green setting.  This might be the best 3 on the course played downhill. 

 

Hole 4: A short Par 4 but with lots of interest. We would propose bringing the stream into play much better down 

the left side of the hole and the large trees at the corners of the dogleg would offer great visual and strategic 

interest. The railway line behind the green would also be of interest.  

 

Hole 5: A short Par 4 (played on existing Hole 2). The fairway would need to be routed further to the left using the 

excess space that is available. The pump station would need to be relocated. The green would be bought closer to 

the water for safety and interest sake. This would be a testing but visually strong short 4 

 

Hole 6 (old hole 3). The tees have been moved forward and the hole is now shorter 

 

Hole 7 (old hole 4). The green has been moved towards the tees given the current proximity to the railway line. In 

many ways this hole is more playable now. 

 

Hole 8. As before. 

 

Note: One of the positives of this route option is that it can be played in 2 different directions 

1. As explained above (and as highlighted in the Front nine reroute plan) 

2. 1, 2 (as old 2), 3 (as old 3), 4 (as old 4), 5 (as 2 in new route option), 6 (as 3 in new route option), 7 

(as 4 in new route option) and then back to  8  

 

 

 

 

 

 





  

               

16.0 Some thoughts regarding wetland areas: 

 

 

 

Many amphibian species are in a state of decline. Maintaining shallow banks to 

the edges of water bodies will help protect and increase habitat quality for 

them - and increase the ecological and conservation value of your site. 

Recycle any hardscape found on 

site like rocks, concrete etc. and 

position on the banks where 

erosion is most likely i.e. where 

water enters the water bodies  



  

               

 

 

At staging areas (tees, greens and landing zones try 

and expose the water as much as possible by clearing 

vegetation that hides this feature from view 



  

               

 

 

Position fallen branches, tree 

stumps in some of the water 

bodies. This will attract wildlife in 

particular birds. 

Propagate native vegetation found on the site and 

plant these in the water bodies. The goal should 

be to create a wetland that has sense of place. 









Golf Course Improvement Priority List

FEATURE PRIORITY NOTES
Bunkers HIGH The improvement of the bunkers will make the biggest difference strategically and visually.

Also a bunker revamp will reduce the maintenance scope of these features by up to 30%

Practice Greens / Turf Nursery HIGH Additional practice putting and chipping greens are essential for additional practice and also
as a turf nursery for harvesting grass to plant in areas of repair on the golf course greens

Green Surrounds MEDIUM TO HIGH The green surrounds in it current state is only going to get worse. These are high traffic areas
that see a lot of play and thus need to be attended too sooner vs later

Tree removal and planting MEDIUM TO HIGH This is an ongoing project and one each green committee will need to take on board and
implement through the years. If our recommendations are adhered too then the golf course
experience will be improved dramatically as will the condition of turf in some areas.

Hole 18 reroute MEDIUM TO HIGH Rerouting the 18th hole solves the current 1/18 hole problem but also ensures that the golf
course becomes much more flexible in that it can be played in numerous directions moving
forward (even the current golf course route)

Golf Course Furniture MEDIUM TO HIGH Much of the furniture on the golf course is broken / breaking and is an eyesore (and
generally degrades the golf course experience). Look to replace these as soon as possible
ideally using material recycled from the golf course

Irrigation Review MEDIUM The existing irrigation system is at capacity. RCGC to decide whether the current system is
sustainable or whether to upgrade to a new modern system and pump station

Fairway extensions/ Rough elimination MEDIUM This is necessary to improve playability, help with pace of play and reduce the maintenance
scope. Wide fairways also ensure that the holes are more strategic and fun to play

Wetland improvement MEDIUM There is massive scope to improve the environmental footprint starting with the wetland
areas. Currently these water bodies do little to enhance the golf course experience and
create sense of place. Together with the bunkers improving these features will have the
biggest impact visually.

Golf Course Drainage LOW TO MEDIUM Since the golf course is played on extensively all year round it makes sense to systematically
keep improving the drainage so to improve the condition either via regular topdressing or
engineering means

Environmental Documentation LOW TO MEDIUM RCGC is an oasis in the middle of the city. The club should be doing more to showcase this by
highlighting the fact that it is home to a multitude of fauna and flora.

Environment Walk LOW A nice addition. More golf courses around the globe are looking at multiple uses for their golf
course. This walk is only possible if Hole 18 reroute is completed

Cart paths LOW If required

Front Nine reroute (railway) LOW If required



Cost Sheet

PROJECT TIMELINE COST (Design +
Construction +
Grow In)

Notes

Bunkers Front Nine Holes (1 – 9 + Practice Green 7 ) 7-8 months $187 000 See Bunker Plan for work scope

Bunkers Back Nine Holes (10 – 18 + Practice Green 14 ) 6 months $ 170 000 See Bunker Plan for work scope

Practice Green (Near Entrance Road) 4-5 weeks $45 000` See Practice Range Plan for work scope

Practice Green (Old 14 Fairway) 4-5 weeks $45 000 See Practice Range Plan for work scope

Practice Green (9 Tee) 3-4 weeks $37 000 See Practice Range Plan for work scope

Hole 18 Reroute Plan Project with Environmental Walkway 12 – 14 weeks $172 000 See Hole 18 Reroute Plan and Environmental
Walkway Plan for work scope

Green surrounds Front nine (1 – 9) 24 weeks $167 000

Green surrounds Back Nine (10 -18) 20 weeks $152 000

Front Nine Hole Project (Railway extension) 12 months $525 000 See Front nine plan for work scope

Front Nine Hole Project (Railway extension) with new irrigation 12 months $920 000 See Front nine plan for work scope

Cartpath (Full golf course) 12 months $300 000 See cart path plan for work scope
New Irrigation System (with pump station) 12 months $600 - 800 000 This is approximate cost

Notes:

 The cost (specified above) includes the cost of the: 1.) Design 2.) Construction which includes all labor, equipment and material costs 3.)

Grow in. Maintenance of the features for 3 months

 Cost in USD and are approximate costs (2019)


